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Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Standing Committee on Indigenous and Northern Affairs. I am Dr. Katharine Smart, President of the Canadian Medical Association. Today, I will address the committee on Health Systems, System Funding and Performance, and Ethics and Medical Professionalism.

Health systems in Canada are complex and require ongoing investment to ensure they are accessible, equitable, and effective. Our healthcare system is funded through a mix of federal, provincial, and territorial contributions, with each level of government playing a role in the delivery of healthcare services.

Funding for our healthcare system is crucial. Adequate and sustainable funding ensures that healthcare providers have the resources they need to deliver high-quality care. In recent years, our healthcare system has faced significant pressures, particularly in rural and remote areas, where funding disparities have been heightened.

Ethics and medical professionalism are foundational to the practice of medicine. Medical professionals are required to uphold high standards of care, confidentiality, and respect for patient autonomy. Further, they must be accountable for their actions and uphold the principles of justice and fairness.

In conclusion, I urge the committee to consider the importance of robust funding for our healthcare system, and the need for ongoing support to maintain high standards of medical professionalism. Thank you for your time and attention.
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